
win it!

You deserve to be pampered, so we’d 
love for you to win this two-night stay 
for two at the renovated Loews Miami 
Beach Hotel in the heart of South 
Beach’s Art Deco district. The prize, 
valued at $1,400, includes an ocean-
view room, a daybed at the SOAK 
Cabana pool deck and a $100 food 
and beverage credit. Visit our website 
for official rules and to enter.

Back to school means back to busy! To 
help, we’re teaming up with Farm Rich 
snacks to give two winners a time- 
saving prize pack worth $510. What’s 
included: a self-vacuuming, Wi-Fi 
enabled iRobot Roomba and a supply of 
new Farm Rich Avocado Slices, which 
are quick-frozen and ready in minutes 
for easy after-school snacks. Visit our 
website for official rules and to enter.

A beach getaway!

A Roomba—and more!

The Simplicity 
of Cider 
by Amy E. 
Reichert 
“Warm days, 
cool nights, 
golden sunsets…
there’s some-
thing about 
late-summer 
into early 

fall that puts me in the mood for 
romance,” says Melissa D’Agnese, 
FIRST senior editor. “So this book, 
about an orchard owner’s run-in with 
love, was ideal!” Meet Sanna Lund, a 
cider maker who wants to live a quiet 
life on her family’s apple orchard in 
Wisconsin. Even though business is 
struggling, Sanna remains devoted 
to her family’s legacy. So when Isaac 
Banks—a single father on a road trip 
with his son—ends up in the orchard, 
their worlds collide, and soon Sanna 
finds her simple life is not so simple. 
“I enjoyed all the quaint details about 
the food and Midwest settings,” says 
Melissa. “And the romance between 
Sanna and Isaac was the perfect mix 
of spicy and sweet!” (Gallery, 2017; 
Paperback $16, Kindle $10, Nook $10)

Chick lit

Fulfilled by Anna Yusim, M.D.
“I can get so caught up in life’s hustle and bustle that I end 
up feeling disconnected and discontent,” admits Alexandra 
Pollock, FIRST editorial assistant. “But this book taught me 
ways to nourish my spirit that help me feel less stressed and 
more hopeful.” Psychiatrist Anna Yusim, M.D., spent 15 years 
researching why we can have everything we want in life but 
still feel unfulfilled. She concluded that the antidote to dissatisfaction is nurtur-
ing our spiritual needs, and compiled this guide that blends science, real-life 
stories and spiritual practices (inspired by various faiths such as Kabbalah and 
Buddhism) to help readers find more purpose and joy. “I am a Christian, but I 
was fascinated to read about how other faiths connect with God,” says Alex. “I’ve 
even applied some of the techniques to help me focus my own prayers—it’s given 
my heart and mind so much peace!” (Grand Central, 2017; Kindle $14, Nook $14)

The Echo of 
Twilight 
by Judith 
Kinghorn 
“After stressful 
days, I like to 
get lost in a tale 
that takes me 
back in time,” 
shares Lauren 
Gatcombe, 
FIRST associate editor. “And this fas-
cinating read, set in 1914 Europe, was 
just the ticket!” On the brink of World 
War II in England, Pearl Gibson 
begins a job as a maid for aristocrat 
Lady Ottoline Campbell. Though 
Pearl is part of the household staff, 
she and Ottoline bond after a sum-
mer spent at a Scottish estate. But as 
the violence of the war begins, some 
loved ones may be lost and secrets and 
betrayals begin to come to the surface. 
“I enjoyed the unlikely friendship that 
formed between Pearl and Ottoline. 
It reminded me that connections can 
be found in the most unexpected 
places,” says Lauren. “And all the 
twists and turns kept me on my toes—
it was a true escape!” (Berkley, 2017; 
Paperback $16, Kindle $12, Nook $12)

Historical fiction

you deserve a break
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Commonwealth by Ann Patchett
“I’ve been missing the closeness of loved ones who live far 
away, so when a pal recommended this epic family saga, I 
swiped it up,” says Nicole Aber, FIRST assistant editor. The 
novel follows the interesting, intertwined lives of six kids—
from childhood to adulthood—bound together by their 
divorced and remarried parents. “I couldn’t wait to find out 
what happened next to this unique bicoastal brood,” says 
Nicole. “The story proved that although no family is per-
fect, there’s no substitute for our siblings and the bonds of the heart that tie us 
together.” (Harper Perennial, 2017; Paperback $17, Kindle $13, Nook $13)

Fiction 

Night Film
by Marisha Pessl 
“When I need 
a ‘tech detox,’ 
I turn off my 
phone and 
immerse myself 
in an exciting 
thriller like this 
one,” says Carey Ostergard, FIRST 
deputy editor. As journalist Scott 
McGrath investigates the suicide of a 
famous horror film director’s daugh-
ter, he’s pulled into a dark world that 
reshapes his reality. “The book has 
copies of the police reports, emails, 
newspaper articles—I felt like I was 
Scott’s partner in the investigation,” 
says Carey. “I didn’t look at my phone 
for hours!” (Random House, 2014; 
Paperback $18, Kindle $12, Nook $12) 

The Mother-in-Law Cure by Katherine Wilson 
“Lately it feels like the world is becoming so divisive,” sighs 
Melissa Sorrells, FIRST senior editor. “This book reminded 
me that we have more in common than we think.” Living in 
Napoli for work, Katherine believes that Italians are different 
than Americans…until she meets the Avallone family. Soon 
they welcome Katherine into their kitchens and hearts—and 
she realizes she’s not a ‘fish out of water’ after all. “The story 

proved that love of your fellow man knows no borders,” says Melissa. “It left me 
filled with hope!” (Random House, 2017; Paperback $16, Kindle $2, Nook $2) 

Travel memoir

Thriller
Lady Cop  
Makes Trouble 
by Amy Stewart
“I needed some 
entertainment 
during a ho-hum 
Sunday, and the 
second book in the 
Kopp Sister series 
was it!” shares Rebecca Abma, FIRST 
copy editor. Constance Kopp is tapped 
to become the first female sheriff in 
New Jersey. The caveat: It’s against the 
law for women to serve in the position. 
So she bides time as a prison matron 
and helps Sheriff Heath solve crime 
on the sly. Says Rebecca, “The mix of 
true-crime facts and historical embel-
lishments proved to be the perfect 
afternoon adventure.” (Mariner, 2017; 
Paperback $15, Kindle $10, Nook $10) 

Mystery

fun

The 6 paperbacks   we’re reading now
Murder in a quiet 
English village.

Long buried
secrets uncovered.

One man’s
search for answers 

before a killer
strikes again.

“Echoes of

Daniel Silva

and even

Dan Brown.”

—Providence Journal on
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